
President's Newsletter

What's new?...
• We are officially 
the Denver College 
of Nursing
• The new security 
system is working

Save the date...
• SNA meetings: 
7/13 @ 11AM
7/28 @ 11 AM
• GHP meeting:
7/12 summer mixer 
@ 5 PM on the DSN 
rooftop

Remember...
Wear your new DCN 
t-shirts to celebrate 
our exciting 
changes. 
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WELCOME	  BACK!	  

I	  hope	  you	  enjoyed	  the	  break	  and	  the	  July	  4th	  
Holiday.	  	  We	  have	  a	  new	  name.	  We	  are	  now	  
officially	  the	  DENVER	  COLLEGE	  of	  NURSING.	  
Our	  new	  security	  system	  is	  in	  place.	  	  Please	  
pick	  up	  your	  badges	  from	  the	  lobby	  in	  the	  1401	  
Building.	  	  You	  will	  need	  to	  use	  your	  badge	  
whenever	  you	  enter	  the	  front	  door;	  just	  swipe	  
your	  badge	  in	  front	  of	  the	  key	  pad.	  	  This	  issue	  
of	  the	  President's	  NewsleQer	  will	  provide	  you	  
with	  informaRon	  and	  Rps	  for	  surviving	  the	  
term.	  	  Have	  a	  great	  Summer	  Term.	  	  



Gerontological Nursing contists of  
exams, 2 short papers, and study 
guide submissions. 

Advanced Med Surg consists 
of 5 exams and 2 HESIs.  

ADN 
QUARTER

4

Pharmacology consists of big 
and little exams, quizzes, a 
Drug Calc HESI, and a Pharm 
HESI

ADNs
Foundations consists of 4 exams, journal 
responses, and HESIs. 

What to Expect in Your Courses
ADN 

QUARTER 2

ADN 
QUARTER 6

Welcome, Rebecca Richey! 
She has been teaching 
clinical nursing at DCN for 
6.5 years. Professor 
Richey will be teaching 
didactic Gerontological 
nursing for ADNs. RN Leadership & Capstone 

consists of discussion boards, 2 
exit HESIs, Hurst Review, Kaplan 
Review, Kaplan exam, Pharm 
exam, Med Surg exam, Pharm 
HESI & Dosage HESI.

Keep up with your 
Pharm study guide 
book for end of 
quarter check-offs! 
You can use your drug 
cards as a resource all 
through nursing 

"There is one big 
change this quarter.  
It's called the "little 
test".  Instead of 
having a BIG test 
every week, weeks will 
alternate between big 
tests and little tests.
A BIG test is 40 
questions  and a little 
test is 15 questions.  
Hopefully this will 
decrease the stress 
and increase  the 
"PHUN" in pharm."  
- Sue Hammerton & 
Trent Smith, 
Pharmacology 
instructors

Professor Richey likes to integrate 
lots of stories and class participation 
into her teaching style. "Be on time 
and don't cram for tests." - Professor 
Richey

"In Gerontology, we replaced 
the paper and group project 
with 2 short papers. 
Students submit study 
guides prior to each class", 
says Professor Richey. 



What to Expect in Your Courses

Topics consists of 
exams, medical 
terminology 
quizzes, case 
studies, a group 
project 

Health Assessment consists 
of exams, quizzes, one group 
project, case studies, a head 
to toe assessment, and HESIs.
Pathophysiology consists of 
exams and quizzes.

BSN 
QUARTER 1

BSN 
QUARTER 
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Dosage Calc is an online course with 
quizzes to average a 78%, and a final 
written exam requiring a 100%.

Pharmacology consists of exams, 
online quizzes, workbook checks, 
optional drug cards, and HESIs. 

"Utilize the open labs for Foundations. For 
Pharm, start the drug cards ASAP, and 
complete the workbook questions plus the 
online Evolve questions before exams." - 
Casey Scott & Jennifer Logue, Q5 Cohort Reps

"For Pharm, you must read the book. For 
Dosage Calc, you must know dimensional 
analysis and spend 2 hours/week doing 
practice problems." 
- Sue Hammerton, Pharmacology instructor
Health Informatics is an online course with 
discussion contributions, Prezi presentations, 
and Piktochart creations. 

Foundations 
consists of 10 
weekly exams, case 
studies, and HESIs.

BSNs

"In pharmacology, 
record the lectures. 
Focus on the drug 
classes overall, not just 
individual drug names. 
- Cathy Swegart, Q5 
Cohort Rep 

Did You Know?! Capstone 
exit exams use exact 
questions from your 

pharmacology exams. 
Keep your notes to study 
and be successful in your 

capstone quarter!

"There is one big 
change this quarter.  It's 
called the little test.  
Instead of having a BIG 
test every week, weeks 
will alternate between 
big tests and little tests.
A BIG test is 40 
questions  and a little 
test is 15 questions.  
Hopefully this will 
decrease the stress and 
increase  the "PHUN" in 
pharm." 
- Sue Hammerton & 
Trent Smith, 
Pharmacology 
Instructors

Rebecca Richey will be 
teaching Topics of 
Nursing for BSNs this 
quarter. 



Med Surg I consists of 
exams, a case study,  NCLEX 
questions, and HESIs.BSN 

QUARTER 3

BSN 
QUARTER 4

Mental Health consists of 4 exams, 2 
quizzes, a HESI exam, and a paper.

Med Surg II 
consists of 
exams, Kaplan 
quizzes, and 
HESIs. 

Rebecca Richey and Will 
Bormann will be co-
teaching Med Surg II this 
quarter. Both professors 
teach by incorporating 
stories. Be on-time, read 
before class, and be 
prepared to participate. 
The less you cram for 
exams, the more 
successful you will be.

Welcome, Christine Duran! She will be 
teaching Leadership and Mental Health this 
quarter. "In Mental Health, students write a 
paper critiquing how a mentally ill person is 
portrayed in a film", says Professor Duran.

"Recording lectures in 
Med Surg II is critical! Do 
not miss class, especially 
not the lecture on ECG. If 

you know you have a 
clinical that interferes, 

schedule office hours with 
Professor Bormann or 

attend another cohort's 
class." -Ashleigh Garcia, 

alumnus

"Read before Med Surg II 
class." - Anne Marshall, 

DCN student

Online Research 
consists of exams, 
quizzes, and 1 
evidenced based 
group project. 

"In quarter 4, you must 
stay on top of your 
studying. Time 
management is the key 
to success!" -Michelle 
Nylund, Cohort Rep

Research is taught 100% 
online by Dr. Bator. 
Exams and quizzes are 
also online. Students can 
access "collaborate" on 
blackboard to virtually 
log in and communicate 
with Dr. Bator and 
classmates. Students are 
given focused study 
guides to be successful in 
the class and guide 
discussions. 

Did You Know? Capstone 
exit exams use exact 
questions from your Med 
Surg I & II exams. Keep 
your notes to study and 
be successful in your 
Capstone quarter!

"Don't be afraid to make 
mistakes and ask lots of 
questions when you are 
starting out in clinicals. 
Make it a goal to learn 
something new and 
improve yourself every 
day...these are small 
steps towards becoming 
a great nurse!" - Abby 
Cole, DCN student



Leadership online consists of 4 exams, 
discussion posts, a HESI, and a paper. 

Community Health online consists of 
exams,HESIs, projects, case studies, and 

OB consists of exams, quizzes, case studies, 
1 group case study project, clinical 
assignments, and HESIs. 

"The in-class case studies get students more 
deeply immersed and personally engaged in 
knowledge building" 
-Katey Sliker, OB instructor

Transitions consists of 
completing the NCSBN course, the 
HESI binder completion, weekly 
lecture quizzes, the dosage calc 
HESI, the pharm HESI, & open 
skills lab participation. 
Dr. Susan Jacquez will teach Transitions and is 
committed to help students succeed. "I have 
added guest lecturers to review specialty 
content with students", says Dr. Jacquez. The 
goal of Transitions is for students to get the 
best review of all content before Capstone. 

Pediatrics consists of exams, quizzes, a 
group project, case studies, and HESIs.

"My best advice
 for quarter 5 is to get 

the group projects 
done early so you're 

not stressed at the end 
of the quarter" - 
Vanessa Galindo, 

alumnus

"Online classes require 
the same amount of 
time commitment as 
ground courses, and 
successful students do 
not skimp on their 
review of the materials. 
Every week I will add 
additional resources 
that can be used to 
accelerate 
understanding. These 
are voluntary materials 
but can be helpful. 
Students should also 
feel free to reach out to 
me by email if they 
have any questions." 
- Marguerite Distel, 
Community Health 
Instructor

"For Peds, read before class! 
Use online quizzes to practice 
before exams. Do the OB study 
guides!
-Bethany Gresham, alumnus

BSN 
QUARTER

6

BSN 
QUARTER

5

Pediatric quizzes are now closed book!

In Leadership, students write a scholarly 
paper on a leadership/management topic. 
Additionally, students write an initial 
discussion board post on Blackboard based 
on questions given for the week and respond 
to 2 peers posts. 



BSN
QUARTER 7

Death and Dying is a 5 week long online 
course with a weekly discussion and quiz. 
There is one paper and one teaching project 
based on student selection of course topics. 

Capstone 
clinical: 

150 hours

"Stay on top of the online class, papers, and 
discussions. Get it done early so you have time 

to just study." - Taylor Smith, alumnus

This is where you should 
be jumping in to learn 

and have new 
experiences, while still 

relying on your 
preceptor's knowledge 

and expertise.

Your capstone clinicals 
is a working interview. 

Treat it like you're 
under a microscope to 

get a job.

June 16, 2017 BSN Graduation

Senior Integrative Seminar and Capstone 
consists of orientation, Hurst Review, Kaplan 
Review, Kaplan Secure Predictor Exam, 2 HESI 
exams, 1 Pharmacology exam, and 1 Medical 
Surgical Exam

Pharm Review by 
Professor Bormann is 
strongly encouraged 
for Q7 students to do 
well on the 
pharmacology exam. 

HESI tips:
-Evolve Questions
- Weekly Bootcamp 
resources on Blackboard 
- Saunders book
-Know your lab values
-Review nutrition/diet 
education
-Prepare for "select all 
that apply" questions

"Be aware if the 
question is asking 

for the 'most 
important' thing to 
do or for the 'first' 

thing to do." 
-Laurel Ellzey,  

alumnus

"Take Hurst and Kaplan seriously; turn off your 
phone, bring snacks, and focus! You will learn 
alot." - Brittany Lines, alumnus

Melissa Espinoza 
has been promoted 

to Director of 
Career Services 

effective June 26, 
2017. 

Being an RN 
makes all the hard 

work worth it!


